150 STUDENTS OF AMBALA APPEAR FOR AMCAT, THE NATIONAL EMPLOYABILITY TEST

Ambala, May 19, 2010: Students getting appeared for AMCAT, the National Employability test on the 19th of May. Over 150 students in Ambala appeared for the test to screen their employability and skills. By taking AMCAT, students can assess their personality, English comprehension, logical ability, quantitative ability, computer programming, computer literacy as well as job related abilities for mechanical engineering, civil engineering, electronic and semiconductors.

On the basis of their test scores, students can not only are able to showcase their CV to over 55 recruiters across the country but also get a job based on skills and merit.

On conducting the AMCAT in Ambala, Himanshu Aggarwal, Co-Founder Aspiring Minds said, “Ambala is a developing centre of education with a great talent pool. We believe that every student should have equal opportunity to a job. With AMCAT, students in Ambala will be able to compete with students across the country and get selected for a job based on their merit.

AMCAT has been conceived to assess students on a standard platform using latest technology & bringing students on a nationally comparable platform that can now be accessed by companies, and provide them with a comprehensive pan India talent pool.”

Over 55 Companies have already used the recruitment solutions offered by Aspiring Minds. Their clientele includes HCL, iTrust, Godrej and Mphasis.

AMCAT has assessments are for various industries including IT, Financial Services, Hospitality and BPO. Aspiring Minds has been able to mobilise recruitments from tier I, II and III cities and has already assessed more than 1,50,000 people.
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Aspiring Minds is an assessments solutions co., started in 2007 and headquartered in Gurgaon. A venture of IIT and MIT alumnus, the company is pioneering efforts in creating employability standards in India, Human Capital Assessment and labour inclusion.

The company conducts computer based recruitment assessments. Recruiters can benefit from the assessment technology to recruit the right talent by assessing skills while students can gain employment or improve eligibility for employment. Aspiring Minds has proprietary technology in Computer Adaptive Assessment with superior statistical benchmarking and job-matching algorithms.
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